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INTRODUCTION & PURPOSE

As a manufacturer of portable scene lighting and forensic light sources, we at FoxFury are 
often asked a wide range of questions regarding tools and techniques used in forensic
evidence search and photography. We realize that not all forensic departments have the 
same access to resources and equipment. So we want this guide to be a resource for all 
forensic professionals and students to do their jobs safely and efficiently.

We’ve compiled this resource to share some of the knowledge we have learned over the 
years. It is our hope that forensic students and professionals around the world can use this 
knowledge to help them in the field and lab. We will cover these three specific topics and 
present the information in a simple, visual manner:

1. The value of illuminating and protecting the scene
2. How to use forensic light source(s) to find specific evidence
3. How to document the crime scene and photograph forensic evidence

Our philosophy at FoxFury is that if you can find it in the field, there is less work to do in the 
lab. For that reason, we will focus our discussion more on field activities. With that said, this 
resource is not intended to be the ultimate authority on this topic. FoxFury is presenting the 
information in a concise, practical, and visual way so readers can draw their own
conclusions. There are many fine instructors that can discuss these topics in far more detail 
and demonstrate advanced techniques.
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BASICS OF SEARCH AND PHOTOGRAPHY

Physical and biological evidence can connect individuals to a crime scene and can appear as 
either visible (patent) or invisible (latent) to the naked eye. When it’s not visible, the right
conditions are needed to attempt to visualize the evidence. These 3 factors are required: 

1. Darkness: little to no ambient light
2. Correct forensic light source: usage of a wavelength(s) best suited for the evidence being 

sought
3. Correct lens and barrier filter: the correct tint/color being used for viewing goggles and 

camera
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BASICS OF SEARCH AND PHOTOGRAPHY

1. DARKNESS
More lighting is ideal for illuminating the scene. Unfortunately, certain movies and CSI shows 
give the impression that you can see and photograph invisible evidence while in bright
locations, but that is simply not the case. 

When working with invisible biological evidence, little to no ambient lighting is best as it
provides more contrast. This helps to see and photograph contrast, fluorescence, and
absorption. 
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BASICS OF SEARCH AND PHOTOGRAPHY

2. CORRECT FORENSIC LIGHT SOURCE
Using the correct Alternate Light Source (ALS) will enable fluorescence and absorption of 
forensic evidence to be seen and photographed. Different items absorb light differently, 
so different wavelengths may need to be used. 

In general, specific wavelengths are used to see and photograph specific evidence. Factors 
like air density, background type/color, and ethnicity of persons may cause certain
wavelengths to perform better in specific cases. Having access to a wide range of
wavelengths can improve the chances that invisible (latent) evidence won’t be missed.

FoxFury CS Scan Forensic Light System

https://www.foxfury.com/products/cs-scan-forensic-light-system
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BASICS OF SEARCH AND PHOTOGRAPHY

3. CORRECT LENS AND BARRIER FILTER
Assuming you are using the correct wavelength, a lens or barrier filter is needed to block 
reflected/visible light from the source and see contrast/fluorescence. This filter is most often 
seen in the form of glasses, goggles, or a camera filter.
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FIELD VS. LAB 
WORK

West Midlands Police (UK) (2012)
Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.0 Generic License

Andrew Mason (2005)
Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic License
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FIELD WORK

Field work (outside the lab) looks for physical 
and biological evidence at the crime scene. 
Crime scenes happen day and night and can 
range from small and controlled (inside of a 
small car) to big and broad (in a large, rural 
field). 

Field work can involve everything from
establishing and protecting a scene to
documenting and collecting evidence. This 
work can be very stressful and deals with 
many variables including weather, darkness, 
and logistical challenges.

The right tools need to be in the crime van to 
bring to the field. From there, care needs to 
be taken to not contaminate the scene while 
performing valuable work including
photographing and collecting evidence to 
bring to the lab. Any mistakes or misses in the 
field mean less items sent to the lab and less 
evidence to present in court. 

Field work is absolutely critical for the
success of the investigation. Outstanding 
field work sets the lab up for success while 
sloppy field work can damage the credibility 
of the entire investigation. 

FoxFury HammerHead 450nm Blue Forensic Light System

https://www.foxfury.com/collections/hammerhead-series/products/hammerhead-blue-450nm-forensic-light-source-fls
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LAB WORK

Work done in the lab is also critical to success in court. A lot of money and attention is spent 
on the forensic lab, and for good reason. Lab equipment tends to be larger, requires cords 
and AC power, and is more costly (on average) than field tools. The lab houses specialty 
equipment including lasers, fume hoods, evidence drying cabinets, and dyes and powders. 
The lab can also have a dedicated photo area with photo equipment. More valuable items 
tend to stay in the lab in order to protect them from damage and theft.

Ralf Roletschek - fahrradtechnik auf fahrradmonteur.de (2010)
Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial Non-Derivative 3.0
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SCENE PROTECTION

Authorized Access
Protecting the crime scene throughout the entire investigation is absolutely critical. This 
means safeguarding the scene and keeping a log of those entering and exiting the area. It 
is imperative that only authorized personnel enter and that the scene is protected from wild 
animals, curious bystanders, the media, and other items that will cause delays and
distractions.

P. David (2013)
Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International License
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SCENE PROTECTION

Perimeter & Cross-Contamination
Setting up an inner and outer perimeter at the scene and establishing one point of ingress/
egress helps tremendously. Protecting the scene also means preventing cross
contamination, which includes everything from wearing gloves to not dragging cords or other 
equipment into sensitive areas where evidence may be.

FoxFury Nomad® lights can help establish a perimeter and illuminate important points such as entrances and exits.

https://www.foxfury.com/collections/area-scene-lights
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SCENE PROTECTION

Additional Tools
Crime scene searches can last several 
hours, which means it could get dark. 
Having scene lighting on hand helps 
prevent mistakes, keep personnel safe, 
and light surroundings. FoxFury
Nomad® lights can not only illuminate 
the entire scene, but can be used to 
hang caution tape that prevents
people from entering and hold trash 
bags to keep the scene clean. Even if 
the search is suspended overnight, the 
scene needs to be protected around 
the clock.

FoxFury Nomad® lights being used to hang caution tape and garbage bags.

https://www.foxfury.com/collections/area-scene-lights
https://www.foxfury.com/collections/area-scene-lights
https://www.foxfury.com/collections/area-scene-lights
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TOOLS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY
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TOOLS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY

Like anything else, the right tools and techniques can separate success from failure.
Differences in regions, people, and crime specifics may result in different approaches and 
tools being needed. For example, processing a sample of evidence in the lab is simpler than 
searching for various pieces of evidence in a crime scene that spans multiple city blocks.

Boston Marathon Bombing
Aaron Tang (2013), Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic License

Processing evidence in DNA extraction room
CID Command Public Affairs (2009)

Simple Forensic Scenario Complicated Forensic Scenario
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TOOLS FOR PHOTOGRAPHY

The evidence pictures shot in this book were taken using the following equipment:
• Canon SD Mark II Camera
• Canon 24-105 f/4 Lens
• Manfrotto 475B with Geared Head Tripod 
• FoxFury CS Scan Forensic Light Source System
• CS Cam Camera Filter and Filter Holder (Orange and Yellow) by NOAH Systems
• CS Eye Forensic Glasses (Orange and Yellow) by NOAH Systems

Depending on your budget and scope of the scene you’re working with, additional items may 
be needed.

https://www.foxfury.com/products/cs-scan-forensic-light-system
https://www.foxfury.com/products/cs-eye-glasses
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Not for Publication
The use of this guide is for educational purposes. You may not publish any portion of 
this presentation without written consent of FoxFury Lighting Solutions. For questions 

or comments, contact FoxFury Lighting Solutions at marketing@foxfury.com.

WARNING!
Forensic and Alternate Light Sources emit high-intensity ultraviolet, visible, and infrared 

light. Exposure to these types of radiation, even reflected or diffused, can result in
serious, and sometimes irreversible, eye and skin injuries. Never aim the light at

anyone. Never look directly into the light or the optical ports of an instrument. Always 
wear appropriate eye and skin protection when using ANY Forensic or Alternate

Light Source.
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PREVIEW OF PHASE TWO:
PHOTOGRAPHY PRINCIPLES

Phase Two explores the key principles of photography, focusing on camera settings and 
equipment. This information provides the forensic photographer with the tools to master 
photography, laying a foundation for later phases of this guide that will focus on forensic 
photography specifically.


